Celebrity News: Selena Gomez
Wants a ‘Low Key’ Guy Who
Isn’t ‘Terrified’ Of her

By Nicole Caico
Singer and single celebrity, Selena Gomez, talked about her
ideal relationship for the September issue of Vogue Australia.
According to UsMagazine.com, after publicly dating Justin
Bieber and being linked to Orlando Bloom, Gomez would be happy
to have a low-profile celebrity relationship. In her interview
with Vogue, the 24-year-old says, “I’d be so stoked with a
writer or producer or actor who is low-key, but those kind of
guys are terrified of me!” Gomez says she believes her single
celebrity relationship will remain because, “Nobody would want
to throw themselves into that situation where it was so

heightened publicly, like, why would they?”

This celebrity news has us shocked
that someone so successful could
have trouble finding guys to date!
What are some ways to attract the
kind of people you’d be interested
in dating?
Cupid’s Advice:
Even when you’re Selena Gomez, finding good guys is difficult.
In order to have a successful relationship, there needs to be
some level of compatibility between two people, and to find
that you need to attract the right type of people. Cupid has
some tips:
1. Know yourself: The first step to attracting people you’d be
interested in dating is knowing what kind of people you’re
looking for. Evaluate what you personally need from someone
you’d be dating, and only spend time with people who bring
that to the table. You should also do your best to be
yourself, because you’ll only attract people you’d actually
click with if you behave like your genuine self.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Lauren Conrad Opens Up About
Long Ago Split from Jason Wahler
2. Birds of a feather flock together: Know what type of person
you’re looking to date, and go to a place where you’d find
those type of people. If you’re not into partying, don’t go
looking for your prince charming in a bar. If you’re looking
to date someone fit, hit the gym. If you’re looking to date
someone who works hard, consider someone in your work place or

someone a co-worker knows.
Related Link: Why Rihanna & Drake Haven’t Made Their Celebrity
Relationship Official
3. Keep an open mind: While knowing what your ideal man or
woman would be like is important, it is also important not to
count people out because they don’t check all of your boxes.
Keeping an open mind and considering more than one time of
person will give you many more people to choose from, and
you’ll attract more suitors.
What do you do to attract the right type of people? Comment
below!

